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Foreword
On behalf of the ChillOut Committee of Management, it is my great pleasure to present
the ChillOut Association Daylesford Inc. 2019-2021 Strategic Plan. While this plan itself
sets out our direction as an organisation for the next three years, it is important that it is
understood as part of a significant growth trajectory for our organisation, beginning with
our strong and insightful foundations set down twenty two years ago.
ChillOut commenced as a local gay and lesbian event in 1997 with one hundred people
in attendance; the initiative of an inspired group of lesbian and gay business owners in
Hepburn Shire. Today ChillOut has grown to become the biggest and longest-running Queer
Country Pride event in regional Australia. The Festival’s patronage has steadily increased,
regularly attracting 25,000 visitors, and is primarily responsible for delivering an estimated
economic benefit of around $10 million to the region across the March festival weekend.
With a strong and trusted brand, our audience is demographically and socially diverse, and
we can proudly say that audiences, new and returning, are building year on year.
This 2019-2021 plan is unashamedly aspirational, aiming to position the ChillOut
Association as a passionate and compassionate, informed and socially responsible
organisation, and the ChillOut Festival as the premier LGBTIQ festival in regional Victoria.
To do this, the strategic plan concentrates on continuing to build foundations of good
governance and financial sustainability, whilst delivering a range of community building
initiatives and a unique festival experience which we hope continues to resonate in the
hearts and minds of our LGBTIQ community.
Together as a committee, we have seriously grappled with how we can best ensure a viable
future and achieve our vision. It became evident that for us to mature as an organisation
we needed to think carefully about sustainability and charting the course through strategy
and planning. What emerged was the need to distinguish more clearly our Association’s
Vision and to position the annual ChillOut Festival weekend as our signature activity which
demonstrates how our organisation achieves our mission. Over the past three years we
have extended our reach to include the facilitation and support of a range of community
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building activities. This plan reflects our increased reach. It also became apparent that
we needed to refocus and refine our governance and committee operations to give us
enhanced scope and capability to chase new opportunities, dream new dreams and develop
ideas and partnerships with like-minded agencies, businesses and allies. You will see the
emergence of these ideas in this strategic plan.
Delivering on this plan will stretch us, as any valuable strategic plan must. It commits us
to continuing to strengthen existing partnerships with our local Daylesford and regional
community, engaging with those who are yet to be involved, to seek new funding and
revenue streams, and build critical networks and alliances to facilitate our vision.
I would like to thank all who have taken part in the development and ownership of this plan.
This ChillOut team is working tirelessly year-round to grow our organisation and deliver an
amazing festival and events program for our community. Finally, I also want to give a special
shout out to our many faithful supporters in Daylesford and surrounds who, together with
our committee, advance LGBTIQ inclusion and celebrate queer country pride right alongside
us. We look forward to implementing this exciting set of initiatives to distinguish the
ChillOut Association and the ChillOut Festival for years to come.

Belinda Brain
President - ChillOut Daylesford Inc.
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OUR VISION, MISSION & VALUES

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS FOR 2019-2021 ARE:

OUR VISION:
• A proud and respectful community in which LGBTIQ 		
people are welcomed and free from discrimination

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO:
• Create unique events and initiatives that champion and 		
celebrate Queer Country Pride

OUR ENDEAVOURS ARE
INFORMED BY OUR VALUES &
COMMITMENT TO:
• Honouring our LGBTIQ pioneers and holding the space for
our youth
• Celebrating ‘Pride’ with Passion
• Ethical, Compassionate and Socially Responsible 			
governance, operations and community engagement

ENGAGE

CELEBRATE

PROSPER

We will ensure the
Our festival, events and
initiatives will provide a ChillOut Association’s
future development,
conduit for expression
and celebration of the viability and long-term
Queer culture and arts sustainability through
good governance and
by:
financial management.
Maximising
We will support the
broad community
We will engage with
economic growth of
involvement in the
all members of the
the region through
Daylesford, Hepburn
LGBTIQ community
tourism, visitation and
and regional areas.
and our allies to
engagement.
position ChillOut as the
Planning for and
pre-eminent Regional
LGBTIQ Association facilitating excellence in
performance, arts and
and Festival in
event delivery.
Australia.
We will deliver events
and community
building initiatives
that respond to the
changing LGBTIQ
community needs and
demographics.

STAND OUT

We will attract positive
and responsive
promotion for; the
region, the LGBTIQ
community, the
events and initiatives
we present, and the
activities we support.

• Prospering so we can continue to lead, support and deliver
on our vision
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
The Strategic Planning process commenced with two facilitated workshops in May and July 2018
which supported the ChillOut Committee to:
• share aspirations for the future direction of the organisation
• define the vision, mission and values of the organisation
• consider the current operating climate and resource challenges of the organisation
• formulate responsive strategies aimed to position our organisation for future sustainability
The plan was refined via committee communications and special meetings throughout September –
November 2018. In formulating the 2019-2021 Strategic Plan, the Committee considered:
• a review of the purpose of the Association in response to the changing environment with a focus
on Pride, well-being, fostering a sense of belonging and community connectedness
• the strength of the ChillOut brand and positioning as Australia’s pre-eminent regional LGBTIQ
Festival
• the high regard with which the Festival is held both regionally and nationally, and its 			
demonstrated track record in supporting tourism in the area
• the need to promote good governance practice and solidify our operational accountabilities
• the need to build financial reserves to secure long-term sustainability by securing long-term 		
investment from government, corporate and individual stakeholders

UNDERSTANDING OUR CONTEXT
ChillOut’s Unique Contribution
Occupying a unique position in Australia’s cultural landscape, the ChillOut Association and Festival:
• is acknowledged nationally as an important LGBTIQ organisation and festival
• generates new audiences for the region while showcasing the community’s country lifestyle
• is deeply committed to community capacity building through partnerships and outreach
support
• attracts an estimated economic benefit of $10 million annually to the Daylesford/Hepburn
Region and surrounds, through the Festival and associated initiatives

• a high-calibre and stable Committee and Festival team
• an analysis of a range of strengths, challenges and opportunities that impact on the current and
future activities of the association and our ability to deliver on our vision and mission

Our History

This Strategic Plan communicates our strategic intent for the next three years.

ChillOut today is Australia’s largest regional LGBTIQ Festival, promoting inclusion and
visibility for the LGBTIQ community. Unlike many Pride festivals, ChillOut was not born out of
commemorations of the New York Stonewall riots of June 1969, which for many ‘officially’ marked
the beginning of the gay liberation movement. Instead, the history of ChillOut can be traced back
to a remarkable group of lesbian and gay business owners in Hepburn Shire, collectively known as
Springs Connection. This group were focused on lifting the unique profile and contribution of the
local gay community. The inaugural Festival, born from this desire, was a family picnic day held at
the Old Winery in Ballan Road in 1997. The Festival attracted participation from ten stallholders
and around one hundred visitors, despite drawing some local opposition because of the focus on
gay and lesbian Pride. However, the organisers, spurred on by the success of this event and the
support of the LGBTIQ community, were keen to expand their offering, and do it all again.
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While the winery was the perfect spot for the inaugural event, organisers knew that they
needed to find a more permanent venue to ensure the future viability of the Festival. The
ChillOut committee approached the local Shire and secured Victoria Park, which remains to
this day, the venue for the Sunday Carnival.
In the early days, ChillOut received in kind support from the Shire, however relied solely on
the generosity of LGBTIQ community members and local business to keep the Festival spirit
alive. By 1999, Festival organisers spread the event over two days of the weekend – Saturday
and Sunday. A Dance Party was organised for the Saturday night, and the Carnival Day took
place on the Sunday with games including ‘tunnel ball with pumpkins, high heel skipping races
and gumboot tossing. ChillOut, now in its 22nd year, continues to regularly attract 25,000
visitors over the March long weekend. Within the LGBTIQ communities, only the Melbourne
Midsumma Festival and the Sydney Mardi Gras attract larger visitor numbers.
From our humble beginnings in 1997 through to today, ChillOut has always been a
community-based organisation, supported largely by the passion and sustained efforts of
committed volunteers. Since 2016, ChillOut’s voluntary Management Committee and project
sub-committees have been ably supported by the expertise of a part-time Festival Director
and additional salaried support roles, seasonally. This expertise and passion, combined with
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in-kind and financial support from local business, government and community
partners has seen the ChillOut Association mature and develop. In recent years,
the ChillOut Association has lifted its vision to encompass a range of arts and
cultural activities and initiatives outside the traditional Festival program. The
founding ideals however remain firmly in the organisation’s sight; to continue to
celebrate Pride with Passion, and foster hope in the fight toward equality.
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OUR STRENGTHS

Community support

OUR CHALLENGES

A known and trusted
audience experience

Twenty-two years of consistently delivering a highquality Festival provides our audience with a known and
trusted experience. The core Festival program, which
continues to grow in popularity, is coupled with strong
partnerships with key venues and community run events

Financial pressures
eroding stability and
confidence

Earned income represents 88% of turnover, with 12% from
donations, grants and sponsorship. This commercial pressure
limits the Association’s capacity to step into new realms and
influences the Festival’s ability to take artistic or programming
risks, thus encouraging a dependence on proven programming

A place to call home

The ChillOut Association has a permanent office space
in the centre of Daylesford, and a storage facility in
Victoria Park

Strained financial
reserves

The Association’s current reserves are minimal and are a source
of pressure on planning for a sustainable future

Committee strength

The committee is developing robust governance
practices, a marketing strategy and has solid experience
in event management. We are targeting recruitment of
committee members with relevant skillsets to specific
committee positions to ensure the achievements of the
association’s strategic goals. There is strong community
support behind the organisation, and its volunteer
committee

Committee turnover
and succession
planning

Over the twenty-two year history of ChillOut, members of the
committee of management has changed with some regularity.
As members have departed, they have at times taken with them
valuable intellectual resources and continuity of knowledge
that has not always been documented. Burnout of committee
members due to lack of volunteers, and therefore limited
succession planning has been an issue

Marketing

The committee, with current capability, has been unable to
deliver complex marketing campaigns. The development of
dynamic and wide-reaching promotional campaigns is also
limited by funding and resource constraints

National brand
recognition

The awareness of the ChillOut brand by the LGBTIQ community
is limited beyond Victoria

Access to venues

The region has very few venues that meet our capacity and
accessibility needs. Venue hire fees are also a consideration

Commitment to growth

Brand recognition
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The ChillOut Association provides valued support to
emerging LGBTIQ organisations in local regional centres
including Ballarat, Bendigo and Castlemaine. Support
from the local business community, as well as the
regional and national LGBTIQ communities is consistent.
The Festival brings significant tourism dollars into the
area and provides a ‘real’ and accessible LGBTIQ safe
experience for the community

ChillOut’s Pride in our history spurs the committee to
look to the future and expand on our current strengths.
The committee are continuously exploring new
opportunities, programming, and funding streams to
broaden the reach of the Association and the Festival
The ChillOut brand which includes our Mascot –
Moodonna the Cow, is recognised and well-loved
throughout the LGBTIQ community
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OUR CHALLENGES .. continued
Changing political
landscape

A change of State or Federal government at any time could
threaten policy and funding decisions that support our
organisation

Community
understanding

Community understanding regarding the purpose, financial
status and what it takes to keep the ChillOut association
running is a potential area for improvement. This knowledge
gap may be impacting on local business sponsorship,
support and the attraction of volunteers for Committee of
Management roles and events

Volunteer attraction
and retention

ChillOut Festival and initiatives are reliant on the
support and dedication of volunteers. In the absence of a
comprehensive volunteer strategy and dedicated resourcing
to deploy such a strategy, volunteer numbers have
traditionally been difficult to attract and sustain

Equality

Sponsorship
opportunities

Marriage equality does not presume equal acceptance in
the community. The LGBTIQ community continues to face
discrimination every day
Sponsorship opportunities are limited in country Victoria and
the competition for philanthropic dollars and grant funding is
highly competitive

OUR OPPORTUNITIES
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Connecting with
community and
promoting our
purpose

Stories are powerful vehicles for engagement. There are
opportunities for us to use a range of media and promotional
videos which communicate our history and purpose and
communicates key messages about why we still very much
need to promote and celebrate Pride. Our key messages
should be powerfully communicated through visceral and
emotional language and imagery that captures the attention
of our audience

Community
partnerships

We must look for new and relevant ways to positively engage
with our supporters and allies by investing in mutually
beneficial partnerships and relationships

Funding

We need to capitalise on state government, philanthropic
and other funding opportunities

Expand our reach to
LGBTIQ youth

As we look to the LGBTIQ youth as the future guardians of
the ChillOut Association and Festival, we must explore and
implement effective ways to engage, connect and partner
with young people, and the agencies that support them

Aiming for
sustainability for
our association and
festival

Continuing to safeguard and seek out relevant funding
opportunities so we can secure staffing resources, including
administration and specialist contractor roles, remains a high
priority

Focusing on what we
are good at

Delivering a premier regional Festival and promoting this far
and wide

Connecting with pride
hubs

Building strategic connections with both the Victorian and
the regional PRIDE Hubs, and establishing positive working
relationships with them

Focus on emerging
talent

Intentionally seek out and support new and emerging
LGBTIQ talent to promote to a diverse range of audiences

Redesign volunteer
recruitment strategies

Reviewing our existing volunteer strategy, including exploring
how to best attract and retain an event workforce

Maturing as an
association

Over the years we have matured as an Association and
organisation, resulting in a broader scope of activities which
intentionally focus on community building. This maturity and
focus should be reflected in our strategy and action planning.
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OUR STRATEGIC RESPONSE
Strategic Goal 1 - ENGAGE

Strategic Goal 2 - CELEBRATE

• We will deliver events and community building initiatives that respond to the changing LGBTIQ
community needs and demographics

Our Festival, events and community building initiatives will provide a conduit for expression and
celebration of the Queer culture and arts by:

• We will engage with all members of the LGBTIQ community and our allies to position ChillOut as
the pre-eminent Regional LGBTIQ Association and Festival in Australia

• Maximising broad community involvement in the Daylesford, Hepburn and regional areas

Action

Timing

Responsibility

Action

2.1

1.1

Communicate our history, purpose and our passion
for Pride through a range of mediums including
print, online and video

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

1.2

Prove and improve the credibility of the ChillOut
Association to facilitate the development of new
partnerships and sponsorship opportunities, whilst
concurrently developing and deepening our existing
alliances

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

Develop and deliver a relevant, varied and accessible
annual program of Festival events that attracts new
and returning audiences which is supported by
partnerships and registered events

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

1.4

Liaise more closely with the Bi-sexual, Transgender
and Intersex communities to understand how the
community building initiatives we undertake, and
our annual festival, can be inclusive of the ‘whole
rainbow’

2019 2020

Festival Director

1.5

Strengthen our youth focus and encourage
engagement through community building initiatives,
volunteering opportunities, festival events and
relevant entertainment programming

2019 2020

Committee
Festival Director

1.6

Encourage access to and engagement in events
through affordable pricing, ticket packages and a
free events program

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

1.7

Create volunteer engagement opportunities that
value, reward and retain our event workforce

2019 2021

Committee
Volunteer
Coordinator

1.8

Where practicable make use of local business
including trades and local producers

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

1.3
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• Planning for and facilitating excellence in performance, arts and event delivery

Timing

Responsibility

Celebrate Queer Country Pride with Passion
through exploring and developing opportunities for
partnerships to support and deliver new programming
and community building initiatives locally and further
afield.

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

2.2

Preserve and retain what works about the ChillOut
Festival by maintaining its simple and relaxed feel.
Ensure ChillOut events and initiatives embody the rural
country vibe and set a welcoming scene where friends
and allies come together.

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

2.3

Intentionally seek out and support new and emerging
LGBTIQ talent to promote to our diverse range of
audiences.

2019 2021

Festival Director

2.4

Toast and acknowledge, when and where appropriate,
our loyal supporters and sponsors, and across our
festival weekend ensure as far as practicable, adequate
options to access quality local food, fare and beverages.

2019 2021

Festival Director

2.5

Progress and implement the ‘Raising Rainbows’
initiative to celebrate Pride and diversity by fundraising
for flagpoles and rainbow flags for installation in
schools, community groups, non-government and not
for profit organisations.

2019 2021

Committee

2.6

Explore the development of an ‘Intergenerational
Reciprocity Project’ with the aim to support the
establishment of a link and/or relationship between
older and younger LGBTIQ people to improve social
connectedness, physical and mental health, resilience
and self-esteem.

2019 2021

Committee

2.7

Develop and progressively implement an Accessibility
Action plan for all official ChillOut events and venues.

2019 2021

Festival Director
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Strategic Goal 3 - PROSPER
• We will ensure the ChillOut Association’s future development, viability and long-term 			
sustainability through good governance and financial management.
• We will support the economic growth of the region through tourism, visitation and engagement.

Action

3.1

Strengthen the Association’s governance and
operations by:

Timing

Responsibility

2019 2021

Committee

a. Developing and updating operational
manuals and procedures
b. Targeting recruitment of committee
members with relevant skillsets to support
strategic goals and prevent committee
burnout
c. Developing and deploying a succession
plan for committee members and Festival
Director
d. Provide for an increase in seasonally
paid positions throughout the year for
organisational sustainability

Action

Timing

Responsibility

3.7

Explore the opportunities for a no-interest loan
through philanthropic partnerships to facilitate
the contracting of premier entertainment,
performers and artists

2019 2020

Committee
Festival Director

3.2

Develop a comprehensive annual marketing
plan for the ChillOut Festival which includes
a breadth of sponsorship and investment
opportunities

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

3.8

Explore the feasibility of investment in a social
enterprise or other business opportunities with
Hepburn Shire Council, and/or other interested
partners

2019 2021

Committee

3.3

Develop, implement and review a robust annual
financial management plan

2019 2020

Committee

3.9

Actively build our capacity to engage and retain
an expanding volunteer event workforce that
feels valued and rewarded

2019 2020

Committee
Volunteer
Coordinator

3.4

Actively pursue state and federal government
funding opportunities, including contribution to
infrastructure funds

2019 2021

Festival Director

3.10

2021

Festival Director

3.5

Work with Hepburn Shire Council to ensure an
ongoing commitment to funding the ChillOut
association and Festival

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

Ensure economic impact studies are undertaken
tri-annually to support planning, and the
business case for increased access to funding
opportunities

3.11

Investigate the feasibility of a ChillOut
Association and Festival Membership Scheme

2020 2021

Committee

Procure Deductible Gift Recipient status (DGR)

2019

Committee
(Executive)

3.6
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Strategic Goal 4 - STAND OUT
We will attract positive and responsive promotion for; the region, the LGBTIQ community, the
events and community building initiatives we present, and the activities we support.

Action

Timing

Responsibility

4.1

Continue to investigate the opportunities for a
new home (main street shop front) to ensure a
visible, local and permanent presence for the
ChillOut Association

2020 2021

Committee

4.2

Implement a comprehensive marketing campaign
that ensures a profile at other LGBTIQ events, and
through a range of mediums including print, online
and video that:
• Communicates our history, purpose, stories
and our passion for Queer Country Pride
• Promotes the achievements of the ChillOut
Association, and engages a wider audience
• Generates a substantial profile and a platform
for LGBTIQ issues and the region
• Drives the achievements of box office and
ticketing targets

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

4.3

Strengthen strategic connections and relationships
with key partners and LGBTIQ groups to
promote our Association, our annual Festival and
community building initiatives

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

4.4

Highlight, celebrate and showcase our region by
making the most of our environmental assets as
event resources and as a point of difference to any
other festival location

2019 2021

Festival Director

4.5

Work in partnership with Daylesford Macedon
Tourism and Hepburn Shire Council in identifying
potential areas of promotion for the ChillOut
Festival

2019 2021

Festival Director

4.6

Respond to requests for ChillOut to present or
partner at other events and initiatives throughout
the region

2019 2021

Committee
Festival Director

4.7

Undertake an annual ChillOut Festival participant
survey to measure quality, satisfaction and provide
feedback of their festival experience

2019 2021

Festival Director
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